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ON T H E BOUNDEDNESS AND PERIODICITY OF SOLUTIONS 
OF SECOND-ORDER FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
WITH A PARAMETER 
SVATOSLAV STANEK, Olomoi lC 
(Received July 10, 1989) 
\ . P R O B L E M 
Let to G R, let Xu X2 be subsets of C°(R) and I = (a, b) ( - 0 0 < a < b < 00) . 
Consider the functional differential equation 
(1) t/'-q(t)y=F[y,i/,ii\ 
where F: X\ x Xn x I —* C°(R) , o(l) > 0 for / G R, containing the parameter /*. The 
problems considered are to determine sufficient conditions on q and F that would 
make possible to choose the parameter /t so that there exist 
a) a solution of (1) vanishing at the point lo and such that y and y' are bounded 
on R, 
b) a periodic solution of (1) vanishing at the point t0. 
The same problems are considered for equation (1) where F[y, z,^} does not depend 
on z. 
In the special case with F[g, 2,//](/) = f(i, y(l), z(l),/t), where f(l, g, z,//): R3 x 
/ —> R, the above formulated problems have been considered in [2] and [3]. 
2 . N O T A T I O N , LEMMAS 
Let to G R and let u,v be solutions of the equation 
(q) y" = q(t)y, q £ C*°(R), q(t) > 0 for t <E R, 
i.(/o) = 0, u'(t0) = 1, v(/o) = 1, v'(to) = 0. Setting 
r(t,s) = u(t)v(s) - u(s)v(t) ( = - r ( s . f ) ) , 
r-',(ť,s) = « ' (ť)u(s)-t .( .s) i/(ť) ( = ^ ( < , « ) ) 
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for (t,s) e R2, then r(t,s) > 0 for t > B, r(t, s) < 0 for / < s, r\(t,s) > 1 for t ^ s 
and r\(t,t) = 1 for t e R (see Lemma 1, [1]). 
Denote by Yi(Yb) the Frechet space of all continuously differentiable (continuous) 
functions on R with the usual metric topology, and let A'i(A'o) be the subset of 
Y\(Y0) defined by 
X\ = {y; y eY\,y and y' bounded on R} 
(No = {y; y G Yo,y bounded on R}). 
Let F: X\ x XQ X I —• Yo, F: [y, z,fi] —* F[y, z,u](t) be an operator satisfying some 
of the following assumptions: there exist positive constants ro, r\ such that 
(i) F is a continuous operator on D x I, where D = {(y,^); y G Y\, |s/^(OI ^ ri 
for * e R and i = 0, 1}, that is, if {yn}, {/-n}, (yn^y'n) G -9,/in G 1 are convergent 
sequences and lim yn = y, lim fin = /.0, then lim F[yn,y' /in] = F[y, y',/-o]; 
n—•oo n—*oo n—*oo 
(ii) |F[y,2,/*](0| ^ g(Oro for (y,*,/i) G 17 x I and t e R, where // = {(y,z); y G 
Xi ,2 G No, |y(0l ^ r0, \z(t)\ <: n for * G R}; 
(iii) F[y, i/, /ii](0 < F[y, y', ft2](t) for (y, y*)eD,teR, /*i, /i2 G /, /ii < /i2; 
(iv) F[y, y' q](Q F[y, y', 6](0 < 0 for (y, t / J G A ^ R ; 
(v) 2v^V-4 + Qr0 ^ n , where Q = sup{g(0; t e R},A = sup{|F[y, y' , /i](0|; 
(y,y',Li)eDxl,teR}(^Qr0); 
(vi) F[y,y', fi](t) is an (^-periodic function for every (y,yf) G D, // G I, where y is 
cj-periodic. 
When F[y, z,u] = G[y,f.i] does not depend on z we assume that G satisfies some 
of the following assumptions: 
there exists a positive constant To such that 
(j) G is a continuous operator on Px 1, where P = {y; y G No, |y(0l ^ ro f° r t G R}, 
that is, if {yn}, {/-n}, yn G P, /*n G I are convergent sequences, lim yn = y, 
n—*oo 
lim nn = jio, then lim G[yn,/in] = G[J / , / I 0 ] ; 
n—>oo n—»oo 
(jj) |G[y, /i](0l ^ «(Oro for (y, /i) G P x 1 and t G R; 
(jjj) G[y,/ii](0 < G[y,/i2](0 for y G P, * G R, //i, /*2 G I, /n < /i2; 
(ju) G[y, a](t). G[y, b](t) ^ 0 for y G P, * G R; 
(u) G[y,/i](0 *s a n ^-periodic function for every u;-periodic function y e P and 
// G I. 
Lemma 1. Let t\, t2 e R, t\ < to < t2. If assumptions (i)-(v) hold for positive 
constants To, Ti, then for every (p, (ip, <p') e D there exists a unique f.io G 1 such that 
the equation 
(2) t/'-q(t)y = F[iptVf,fi]{t) 
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with /i = f.io has on the interval (t\, t2) a solution y (which is then unique) satisfying 
(3) y(tl) = y(tQ) = y(t2) = 0. 
Moreover, |t/(,)(OI ^ n for t G (t\,t2) and i = 0, 1. 
P r o o f . Let {<p,<p') G D. Setting /i(t,/i) = F[p, <p',n](t) for (t,/i) € (tut2) x I, 
Lemma 1 follows from Lemma 4 [1]. D 
R e m a r k 1. The solution y in the assertion of Lemma 1 may be written in the 
form 
y(t) = ^ T T ftlr(ti>*)n<P,<S,Vo](8)d8+ ftr(t,s)F[<p,ip
f,fio](s)ds. 
r(to,ti) Jt0 Jt0 
Lemma 2. Let t\, t2 G R, ti < to < t2. If assumptions (j)-(ju) hold for a positive 
constant r0, then for every <p G P there exists a unique /.to G I si/cii that the equation 
(4) y"-?(0y = oiW<](0 
with /i = /*o has on the interval (t\, t2) a solution y (which is then unique) satisfying 
(3). Moreover, \y(t)\ <J r0 forte (tx,t2). 
P r o o f . Let<pG P . Setting /i(*,/i) = G[v?,/i](t) for (t,/i) G ( t i , t 2 )x I , Lemma 2 
follows from Lemma 5 [1]. • 
For x, t i , t2 G R, t\ < t2, define functions Xti,t2» "*> Tr ̂  R —* R by 
1 f o r t G ( t ! , t 2 ) , 
X t l ' l a ( 0 " \0 forteR-(tut2); - { 
M0 = | 
0 for t Є (—oo,я), 
1 for / Є (я,oo); 
1 for t Є (—oo,x), 
7>(t) = 
[ 0 for t G (*,oo). 
Let t i , t 2 G R, t{ < t0 < t2 and let <p G Yi, V> € Yo, (¥>,¥>') € F>, V> G P, where D 










\ro' v J"o ' 
2 5 9 
which depend on the parameters //, a, /?; // G /, a, P G R. We say that z is a solution 
of (5) ((6)) on R if z G Cl(R) 0 C2(R - {*i,*2}) and for y = *(0 the equality (5) 
((6)) holds for all * G R - {*i, * 2 } . 
Lemma 3. Let t\, to G R, <i < to < t2, and let assumptions (i)-(v) hold for 
positive constants r0, r\. Then for every (p G Y\, (<p,<p
f) G D there exist a unique 
//o £ I, 0 -$ cvo ^ r\} 0 -̂  fto -̂  ri such that equation (5) with // = //0, a = a0 , 
ft = /3Q has a solution y (which is then unique) satisfying (3) and 
limsupy(0 = r0sign/?o, limsupy(t) = r0signoro-
t—* — oo t—-oo 
P r o o f . For t G J = (*i, t2) equation (5) is of the form 
(8) .//-«(0v = ̂ V./-HO, 'e l , 
and by Lemma 1 there exists a unique //0 G I such that equation (8) with // = //o 
has a solution z (which is then unique), z(t\) = z(to) = z(t2) = 0. Moreover, 
\z(i\t)\ ^n forte J, i = 0, 1. 
For t G (—oo,ti) and t G (t2,oo) equation (5) is of the form 
7j» 
and 
(10) y" = -(-)V 
\ r 0 / 
respectively. We see that equation (9) ((10)) has on the interval (—oo, t\) ((f2, oo) ) 
a solution yi(y2) satisfying y[ (t\) = 2:^
l^(ti) for i = 0, 1 and liinsupyi(t) = 
/ — - o o 
r0sign|z'(*i) | (y£
0(*2) = z
{i)(h) for t = 0,1 and limsupy2(t) = r0sign \z
f(t2)\) if 
t—oo 
and only if yi(t) = r0sin ( ^ t y - *i)) (y2(0 = r0sin {'-^(t - *2))) . Setting 
/?0 = l^'^i)!, o:0 = |2'(t2)| we have 0 -̂  fio ̂  n , 0 -$ a0 ^ ri and the function 
(11) 2/(0 = 
Г r ( 0 for ť G J, 
r0sign.c'(ťi)siii (fj(ť - ťO) for ť G (-oo.ťi), 
[ r0sign;rҶť2)sin (^Ҷť - ť2)) for / G (ť2 loo), 
is the unique solution of (5) with // = //0, cv = a 0 , /i = /?0 having the properties 
demanded in the lemma. • 
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L e m m a 4. Let t[, t2 G R, n < t0 < t2, t2 — t\ ^ 2 and let Q0 = max{o( t) ; t G 
(t\ ,t2)}. Assume that assumptions (j)-(ju) hold for a positive constant r0. Then for 
every V' G P there exist a unique /to E 1, 0 ^ a 0 ^ 2r 0 ( l +Q0), 0 ^ (30 ^ 2?'0(1 + Q0) 
such that equation (6) with p = p0, a = a 0 , /J = /Jo /?as a solution y (which is then 
unique) satisfying (3) and (7). 
P r o o f . Since for / G J — (t\,t2) we may write equation (6) in the form 
(12) y" -q(t)y = G[4>,p](t), t G J, 
there exists (by Lemma 2) a unique p0 G 1 such that equation (12) with // = p0 has a 
solution z (which is then unique), z(t\) = z(t0) = z(t2) = 0. Moreover, \z(t)\ ^ r0 for 
t G J. Since \G[(p,p](t)\ ^ r0Q0 for t G J (by (jj)) we have |z"(OI ^ 2r0Q0 for l G J. 
Next, z(tx + 1) - z(li) = z'(S), z'(0 - z'(tx) = Z"{T)(£ - li), where £ G (*i, *i + 1), 
T G ( < ! , 0 , thus | z ' ( l O | <C Izfa + iyz^WirMS-ti) <: 2 r 0 ( l + Q 0 ) . Analogously 
| z ' ( t 2 ) | ^ 2 r 0 ( l -f Q0). Setting /Jo = |^ ' ( i i ) | , ao = k ' ( l2) |
 a s m the proof of Lemma 
3 we can verify that the function y defined by (11) is the unique solution of (6) with 
p = p0, a = a0, p = /J0 satisfying (3) and (7). • 
R e m a r k 2. From the proofs of Lemmas 3 and 4 we see that the solution y of (5) 
((6)) in Lemma 3 (Lemma 4) satisfies \y(i)(t)\ ^ r,- for t G U and i = 0, 1 (\y(t)\ ^ r0, 
\y'(t)\ <: 2r0(l + Q0)for teR). 
L e m m a 5. Let t\, t2 G R, t\ < t0 < t2. Assume that assumptions (i)-(v) hold 
for positive constants r0, r\. Then there exist /t0 G 1, 0 ^ ao ^ Ti, 0 ^ /J0 ^ n such 
that the e(pi at ion 
(12) 
y" - q{t)y = XuM{t)F[y,y',p] - q(t)(\ - XujMy ~ ("V''"t2{t)y - ( ^ ) % . ( 0 g 
\ To / v r0 / 
with p = //o, a = a0l j3 = /30 has a solution y satisfying (3) and (y, y') G D. 
P r o o f . Let S = {y; y G Y\,(y,y') G D} and let J = ( l i , l 2 ) . By Lemma 3 for 
every (f G S there exist a unique p0 G I and unique a 0 , /J0, 0 ^ ao ^ Ti, 0 ^ /3o ^ r\ 
such that equation (5) with p = p0, a = a0, (3 = (30 has a solution y (which is then 
unique) satisfying (3), (7) and (y,yr) G D (see Remark 2). Setting T((p) = y we 
obtain an operator T: S —• S. S is evidently a closed convex and bounded subset of 
the Freehet space ) \ . 
To prove that T is a continuous operator let {yn}, yn G S be a convergent sequence, 
lim yn = y, and let zn = T(yn), z = T(y). Then, by Lemma 3 and its proof and by 
n —»oo 
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1^-1 - [lr(tus)F[yПìy'n,Џn](s)ds 
( M , * 0 ) Jť0 
zn(í) = {
 + j 7І^s)F[Уn,Уn^Łn](s)ds 
r0sign<rn(í1)sin(ђ-(/-í1)) 
l r 0 s ign<(* 2 ) s in(^(*- í 2 ) ) 
f ^ ^ Гrituв^FІy^^o^ds 
r(ti,to) Jto 
г(t)=< + / r(ť,s)F[î/,2//,//o](s)d5 
r0sign.cЧ*Osin(£(*-*0) 
. r o s i g n z ^ s i n ^ - Ы ) 
for * Є J, 
for t Є (—00, ťi), 
ÍOГ ť Є (*2,°o), 
for t Є J, 
for ż Є ( - 0 0 , ^ ) , 
for t Є (*2,oo), 
(l*n(«l)l=) n̂ = | ^ 7 ^ r^l.^[»n,l4,/ln]Wd* 
I r ( / 0 , i i ) .J/o 
+ / r;(íl5s)F[yn,t/n,//n](.s)d.s , 
Jťo 
(\z'n(t2)\ =) an = Yj^^- [
tlr(ti,s)F[yn,y'n,nn](s)ds 1 r ( í 0 , ř i ) Jťo 
[U I • 
+ / r\(U,s)F[yn,y'n^in](s)ds , 
Jřo ' 
(|-'(f.)| =) 0o = ̂ -^MT rr{tus)F[y,y',^}{S)ás 
+ í1r'1(t1,S)F[y,y'at0](s)di 
Jt0 
(l*'(ЫI=) «0 r(/iłs).Ғ[ylj/,/i0](Ä)dв =
 |ГÌ(<2,<0) / l ł 
• Г(í0,<l) Jt0 




If {fin} is not a convergent sequence then lim fikn = Ai, lim /t r n = \2, \\ < \2 for 
n —• o o n—>a 






s )F [ÿ , î / ,A i ] (в ) d * 
/ r ( . , * ) F [ y , j / , >,](*)<!*, 
• ! i 0 
lim zrn(t) = ^ \ f
tlr(tus)F[y,y',\2](s)ds n ^°° r(tut0) Jto 
+ I r(t,s)F[y,y',\2](s)ds 
Jt0 
uniformly on J. Since ^ 0 > | r (*1>g) < 0 f° r s £ (^1^0), r(t2,s) > 0 for B G (^0,^2) 
and F[y, y', Ai](s) < F[g, g', A2](s) for 5 G J (by (iii)) we get 
lim (Zkn(t2)-zrn(t2)) =
 7-^^ / 1 r ( / 1 , , ) { F [ u , u ' , A 1 ] ( 5 ) - F [ u , g
/ , A 2 ] ( ; 5 ) } d ; 5 
»^°° r(tut0) Jto 
+ f * r(t2,s){F[y,y',\l](s)- F[y,y',\2](s)}ds <0, 
Jto 
which contradicts ~n(l2) = 0 for all n G N. Consequently, {f.tn} is convergent and 
we may write lim /.in = /t*. Then 
n — * o o 
(z*(t)=) lim zn(t)=^pr f
Ur(tus)F[y,y'ai*](s)ds 
n-00 r(tut0) Jto 
+ I r(t,s)F[y,y',^](s)ds 
Jt0 
uniformly on J and z* is the unique solution of the equation 
z"-q(t)z = F[y,y',//*](/), * G J, 
~*(li) = 2*(lo) = ~*(h) — 0. Consequently, by Lemma 1 /t* = /t0 and z*(t) = z(t) 
for t G J, hence lim o/n = cv0, lim /Jn = /30 and lim zn(l) = z(t) locally uniformly 
n—*oo n — 0 0 7. —• 0 0 
on ( — 00, t\) U (l2, 00). 
Next, the equalities 
' 5 ^ 4 /\<>.*)l^n.^/g(*jds 
- ' It) = I + / '• 'iC ^ I lWn, ?/,'„/<„](*') d.s for t £ J, 
Jto 
4 ( t i ) c o s ( ^ ( / - / , ) ) f o r / G ( - o o , . , ) , 





,r-r; / r(tl,s)F[y,y',ii0](s)ds r(t0,ti) Jto 
+ / r'l(t,s)F[y,ij
,,iio](s)ds for t G J, 
Jťo 
. - ' ( ť O c O s í ^ í - Í ! ) ) 
- ' ( ť 2 ) c o s ( ^ ( ť - ť 2 ) ) 
for l G ( — 00, li), 
for l G (̂ 2> °°) 
imply lirn ^ ( 0 = 2'(2) locally uniformly on R. Consequently, lim T(yn) = T(y) 
n —• o o n—*oo 
and T is a continuous operator. 
Let z G T(S) and let Q 0 = max{ry(l); / G J}, IJ = max{ f [ , r 0 Q 0 + A}. Then 
z = T(y) for some y G 5 and since | z " ( l ) | = \q{t)z(t) +F[y,y', p0](t)\ <£ r 0 Q 0 + ,4 for 
l G J, where //0 G I is an appropriate number, |^"(0I — 17
s-sin {^r{t ~ ^ i ) ) | ^ ~- for 
t E ( - o o , ti)>l~"(0l = | 2 | sin ( ^ ( 1 - f2)) | <C
 rl for f € (i2 , oo), we have | * " ( 0 | <; B 
for t € R. Then T(S) CK = {y;y£ Yx n C
2(R - {.., f2}), (t/, y') G D, |y"(0l ^ B 
for l G R— {^1, to}} and since /\' is a compact subset of Y\, T(S) is a relative compact 
subset of Y\. 
Therefore by the Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point theorem there exists a fixed point 
y G S of T satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 5. • 
L e m m a 6. Let the assumptions of Lemma 4 hold. Then there exist //0 G I, 
0 ^ c*o ^ 2ro(l + Qo), 0 ^ po <C 2r 0 ( l + Qo) such that the equation 
(13) y"-</(02/ = , \ < 1 , ( 2 ( t ) C / [ y , A < ] - 9 ( 0 ( l - X t 1 , ( 2 ( t ) ) 2 / - ( ^ )
2 ^ 2 ( t ) j / - ( ^ )
2 r t 1 ( 0 y 
with // = /.to, a = ao, /J = /Jo -'-as a solution y satisfying (3) and 
(14) |y(/) | ^ r0 , | y ' ( l ) U 2 r 0 ( l + Q0) forteU. 
P r o o f . Let 5 = {y; y G V'i n P , |g ' (0 l ^ 2r 0 Q 0 ( l 2 - tx) for / G R} C V0. 
S is evidently a closed convex bounded subset of the Frechet space VQ. By Lemma 
4 (see also Remark 2) for every V' £ 5' there exist a unique //o G / and unique 
0 ^ cvo ^ 2r 0 ( l + Q 0 ) , 0 ^ /J0 ^ 2r 0 ( l + Q0) such that equation (6) with // = //0 , 
cv = a 0 , /J = /Jo has a solution g (which is then unique) satisfying (3), (7) and (14). 
Setting T ( 0 ) = y we obtain an operator T: S -^ S. Proceeding analogously to the 
proof of Lemma 5, with evident modifications, we can prove that T is a continuous 
operator and T(S) is a relative compact subset of YQ. By the Schauder-Tychonoff 
fixed point theorem there exists a fixed point y G S of T, and from the definition of 
T we see that Lemma 6 holds. • 
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Lemma 4 [3] yields 
L e m m a 7. Assume that assumptions (i)-(vi) hold for positive constants r0, r\, 
and q is uj-periodic. Then for every to-periodic function <p £ Y\, (<p,(p') G D there 
exists a unique //0 G I such that equation (2) with // = /t0 has an to-periodic solution 
y satisfying 
(15) y(to) = 0. 
This solution y is unique and (y,yr) G D. 
Using the method of the proof of Lemma 4 [3] we can easily prove 
L e m m a 8. Assume that assumptions (j)-(u) hold for a positive constant r0 and q 
is to-periodic. Then for every to-periodic function <p G P there exists a unique //0 G I 
such that equation (4) with // = //0 Das an to-periodic solution y satisfying (15). This 
solution y is unique and 
\y(t)\ <Cr0, \y'(t)\^2r0toQ\ for t G R, 
where Q\ = max{o( l) ; / G (t0,t0 + to)}. 
3 . BOUNDEDNESS OF SOLUTIONS 
T h e o r e m 1. Assume that assumptions (i)-(v) hold for positive constants r0 . r\. 
Then there exists //0 G I such that equation (1) with // = //0 has a solution y, 
iJ(<o) = 0 a n ( / ( g , y / ) G D . 
P r o o f . Let {/n}, {xn} be sequences, . . . < tn+\ < tn < . . . < t\ < t0 < x0 < 
x\ < . . . < xn < x*n+i < . . ., lim ln = —oo, lim xn = oo, and let Q = s\\\>{q(t); t G 
n—•oo n—>oo 
R}, B = m a x { ^ - , r 0 Q -f- A). By Lemma 5 and its proof, the equation 
y"-<l{t)y = Xtn,xn(t)F[y,i/,u]-q(t)(l-Xtn,TA^ 
\ r0 / . \ r0 / 
has a solution yn, yn(tn) = yn(t0) = yn(xn) = 0, (yn,yn) G D, \yn(t)\ <C B for 
/ G R - {tn,xn} with // = / /n , a = a n , f3 = (3n, where //n G / , 0 <C cnn <C rx , 0 <C /?„ <: 
7*i. Consider the sequence {g n( i)}. Using the Ascoli theorem and Cauchy's diagonal 
method we may assume, without loss of generality, that {yn(t)}, {yn(t)} are locally 
uniformly convergent on R. Since {//n}, { a n } , {fin} are bounded sequences, we may 
also assume that they are convergent, lim //n = //0, lim cvn = cv0, lim f3n = j30. 
n—+oo n — oo n—•oo 
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Let y(t) — 1 iin yn(t) for t E R and let J C R be a compact interval. Then y(t0) = 0, 
n—*-oo 
(y^y') £ D and by letting 7/ —+ 00 in the equalities 
y'n(t) - q(t)yn(t) = Xtn,*n(t)F[yn,l/n^n](t) ~ <l(0(l " X<n,r„(OW0 
" ( — Y"*n(t)yn(t)- (^)
2Ttn(t)yn(t), 
\r0/ \ r0 / 
teR-{tn,xn},neN, 
we obtain 
y"(t)-<i(t)y(t) = F[y,y',fl0](t) for t G J. 
Since J is an arbitrary interval, we see that y is a solution of (1) with // = //0 , 
y(.o) = 0, (y,y')eD. a 
E x a in p 1 e 1. Consider the equation 
t2 
(16) y"-q(t)y=l- J 1 ^ d 5 - f c o s ( g
, ( ^ ( 0 ) + ^ ) e x p ( u ( v p ( l ) ) - l ) - f / / , 
- ch t 
where <p, V", q 6 C°(R), 4 ^ q(t) ^ Q for l E R. Assumptions (i)-(v) hold with 
r0 = 1, T! = 2VQ + 4 and I = (—2,2). Therefore by Theorem 1 there exists 
Ho E (—2,2) such that equation (16) with // = //0 has a solution y, y(t0) = 0, 
|j/(<)Ul,|2/(OU2VQT4for<GR. 
T h e o r e m 2. Assume that assumptions (j)-(ju) hold for a positive constant r0 
and Q — sup{//(l); t E R} < 00. Then there exists //0 E I such that the equation 
(17) y"-q(t)y=c;[y,fl) 
with // = //0 iias a solution y, y(t0) — 0 and [y(t)\ <j r0 for t E R. 
P r o o f . Let { l n}, {xn} be as in the proof of Theorem 1, x\ —t\ ^>2. By Lemma 
6 the equation 
y" - q(t)y = xtn,*n(t)C[ya<\ - </(00 - xtn,rn(t))y 
2 / / 3 -
-(-)V(%-(^,,( t 
\r0/ \ r01 
)У 
has a solution yn, yn(xn) = gn(/0) = yn(xn) = 0, |yn(OI ^ r 0 , \y'n(t)\ ^ 2 r 0 ( l + Q) 
for t E R with // = //n, o = a n , /3 = /?„ where //n E I, 0 -̂  c\n ^ 2 r 0 ( l -f Q), 
0 <C /3n ^ 2 r 0 ( l -f Q). As in the proof of Theorem 1 we may assume that {yn(t)} 
is locally uniformly convergent on R, lim //n = //0, lim c\n = a 0 , lim ftn = ft0. 
n—*oo n — 00 n—-oo 
Setting ?v(0 = lim 2/n(0 for / G R we have y( t 0 ) = 0, |g(/)| <$ r 0 for t E R and it is 
n—*oo 
obvious that g is a solution of (17) with // = //0. D 
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E x a m p l e 2. Consider the equation 
ln( l+|t |) 
y ( . s ) ) e ^ ( t ) ) (18) y" -q(t)гj = <ivc.tant(\+ sup yísÏÏe*^) í e~^y(s) ds + e s i n ' / i , 
0 < І < | 1 І j 
where a, (p E C°(R), 37ie2(l + e 2 ) <: q(t), sup{t/(l); t E R} < oo. Since the as­
sumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied for /t E (—67ie3, 6ne 3 ) and r0 = 2 there exists 
/to € (—6rce3, 67ie3) such that equation (18) with ft = /to has a solution y, y(lo) = 0, 
\y(t)\ <: 2 for l E R. 
4. P E R I O D I C I T Y OF SOLUTIONS 
T h e o r e m 3 . Let assumptions (i)-(vi) be satisfied for positive constants r0 , r\ 
and let q be uj-periodic. Then there exists /to E / such that equation (I) with /t = //0 
has an uj-periodic solution y, (y, y') G D and y(to) — 0. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 7 for every u;-periodic ip G Yi, (<p,p') E .0 there exists a 
unique /to G / such that equation (2) with /t = /to has an cv-periodic solution y, 
y(lo) = 0 and (y, y') G D. This solution y is unique and we may write it in the form 
to+UJ 
V(t)= (.
r{t;t0} , I r(to+u,s)F[p^'^to](s)ds 
r(to,to + Lu) J 
to 
+ ( r(t,s)Fy,v',fio](s)ds, teR. 
Jt0 
Setting T(ip) = y we obtain an operator T: S —* S with S = {y; 2/ G Yi, (y, y') G -D, 
y is u-periodic}. To complete the proof of Theorem 3 it is sufficient to prove that T 
has a fixed point. 
We will prove that T is a completely continuous operator. Let {y n } , 2ln G 5 be a 
convergent sequence, lini yn = y, and let zn = T(yn), z = T(y). Then there exist 
n—>oo 
{//ri}, [in E / and /to E / such that 
to+w 
Zn^ = 77T~r^7; / y ^ o + ^ , 5 ) F [ g n , g ; , / / n ] ( 5 ) d 5 








)fLo}(s)ds, < E R . 
Jťo 
Obviously 
ť 0 + ы 
4 ( 0 = / / ^ ^ , / r(t0+u,s)F\ynii/n,iin]{8)ds 
r ( l 0 , * o + < )̂ J 
to 
+ / r , 1(t, 5)F[gn,g;,//n]( 5)d 5, t e n . 
Jto 
If {/tn} is not a convergent sequence then there exist convergent subsequences {/U-n}, 
{/trn}, Urn //jtn -= Ai, lim // rn = A2, Ai < A2, and consequently 
n — • o o n — • o o 
t0+UJ 
lim 4 n ( 0 = ^ ^ ^ v / r(lo + u ; , 5 ) F [ y , y , A 1 ] ( S ) d , 
n-oo - r ( « 0 , * 0 + w ) J 
to 




i t m ^ n ( o = . r ^ y x / r(l0+c,,)F[i/,y,A2](,)d, 





uniformly on R. Since zn are u-periodic, we have 
t0+UJ 




0 = lim ( 4 ( . o + o ; ) - 4 i i ( . o ) ) = / *(*)F[y, i/ ,A 2 ] (*)d*, 
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where k(t) = ^l**?^1 r ( l 0 + ^ 0 +
 ri(*o + ^> 0 f o r * £ (<o,*o + w). Since ib(0 > 0 
on (<o,«o+w) by Lemma 2 [3] and F[u, j / , A,](0 < F[u, u', A2](l) for t G </0 J o + w) 
(by (iii)) we have 
t0+u; 
y *(5){F[y, 2/, Xi](s) - F[g, </, A2](B)} dB < 0, 
to 
which contradicts (19). Therefore {/*n} is convergent and we may write lim pn = 
n — • o o 
p*. Then 
t 0 +w 
( z * ( 0 = ) lim zn(t)= J
{t;h} f r(t0+w,8)F\y,j/,S]{8)d8 
n — oo r(t0,to +LJ) J 
to 
+ / r ( t , 5 ) F [ g , ^ / / * ] ( * ) ds 
and 
to+w 
lim 4 ( 0 = -7~T^—, j r(to+oJ,s)F[y,y',n'}(s)ds 
n — co r ( l o , l o + ^ j J 
<o 
+ /'r /1(l,.5)F[g,g ', /n(^)d5 (=z*'(0) 
Jt0 
uniformly on R. Hence z* is an u;-periodic solution (which is then unique) of the 
equation 
z"-q(t)z = F[y,y',fn(t), 
z*(to) = 0, (z*, z* ) £ D. By Lemma 7 /to = /** and z = z* and therefore 
lim T(yn) = T(i/), thus T is a continuous operator. 
n — • o o 
Let y G 5 and z = T(y) . Then z"(t) = g (0~ (0 + F[y,j/,fio]{t) f o r * € R> w h e r e 
po G 1 is an appropriate number, and thus |^"(0I ^ ^oQ + A (= H) for l G R. Since 
T ( 5 ) C L = {y; y G C 2 (R) fl 5 , |t/"(0l ^ B for l G R} and L is a compact subset 
of Y\, T(S) is a relative compact subset of Y\. By Schauder's fixed point theorem 
there exists a fixed point of T. This completes the proof. • 
Using Lemma 8 we may prove 
T h e o r e m 4 . Let assumptions (j)-(u) be satisfied for a positive constant r0 and 
let q be uj-periodic. Then there exist //0 G 1 such that equation (.17) with p = p0 
has an to-periodic solution y, y(t0) = 0, 12/(01 ^
 ro and \y'(t)\ ^ 2r0ul<3i for t G R, 
where Q\ is defined as in Lemma 8. 
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E x a m p l e 3. Consider the equation 
(20) y" - q(t)y = exp ( - \y'(t + sin*)I + l) ch (\y(t + l ) | n ) + /iexp(cos / ) , 
where q £ (7°(R) is a 2n-periodic function, q(t) ^ e(l + e2) ch 1 for t £ R and n is a 
positive integer. The assumptions of Theorem 3 are satisfied with I = (—e2 ch 1,0), 
7*o = 1 and n = 2 \ / e ( l + e 2 ) c h l + Q, where Q = max{a (0 ; J £ ( 0 , 2 K ) } . Thus 
there exists fiQ £ (—e2 ch 1, 0) such that equation (20) with /z = //o has a 27i-periodic 
solution y, y(tQ) = 0, |y(0l ^ 1, |y ' (0l ^ 2x/e( l + e
2) ch 1 + Q for l £ R. 
E x a m p l e 4. Consider the equation 
(21) y" - q(t)y = cos(2nt) In [y2n (y(t) + t) + e] + /« 
where g £ C°(R) is a 1-periodic function, a(f) >̂ 2 l n ( l+e ) for t £ R and n is a positive 
integer. The assumptions of Theorem 4 are satisfied with I = (— ln(l + e), ln(l + e)) 
and ro = 1. Therefore there exists /.IQ £ (— ln(l + e) , ln( l + e)) such that equation 
(21) with /* = /in has a 1-periodic solution y, y(to) = 0, |y(OI ^ 1 an<^ l.*/(0l ^ 2Qi 
for t £ R, where Qi = max{g(f); * £ (0 ,1)}. 
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